
MAY 29, 1987 NO. 142 TYPE TRANSISTORS 
(Card No. 3A) 

No. 142G: A silicon, diffused-junction, NPN, power transistor encapsulatd in a special 3-leaded package 
Intended for use in general-purpose applications where a high sustain voltage is required . 
Comcode: 103 282 422 
(*) Maximum Ratings Absolute Values TA= 25°C 

e ~OA 
Veeo 175 V 
VEeo 5.0 V 
VeEO(aua) 175 V 

(**)PT 50 W 
~ lWC 
T, 11 -40 to +150°c 

A.T.&T.CO. 
STANDARD 

(*) The ratings specified are limiting values under all variations of circuit and environmental conditions beyond which the serviceability of the 
device may be impaired from the viewpoint of life and satisfactory performance . Ratings, as such, do not constitute a set of operating conditions 
and all values may not, threfore, be attained simultaneously . 

(**) This rating is for a case temperature of 75°C. Derate at 1.0 W /°C for case temperatures in the range of 75 to 150°C. Power dissipation can be 
achieved only if sufficient heat sinking is provided to maintain TJ at or below its maximum rating. 

(•••)Electrical Characteristics@ TA= 25°C (****)Limits 
Min Max 

Ieeo@ Ir o, Vee= 150 V 
IEeo @ le - 0, VEe - 5.0 V 
VeEO(aual@ le= O, le= 10 mA 
V CE(eal) @ le = 2.0A 

- Too 

140 

VeE(eat)@ le - 200 mA 
hr, @le= 2.0 A, VeE = 1.0 V 19 

@le "" 0.2 A, VeE - 1.0 V 28 

10 

750 
1500 

Units 
---;;r 

µA 
V 

mV 
mV 

(•••) The minimum and/or maximum limits, specified for the characteristics, are based on the absolute system. The algebraic sign, implied or 
specifically noted, applies to the direction or polarity of the characteristic. 

(••••) The applied life limits are intended as guides for the circuit and systems designer. They take into consideration both device variations with 
life and commonly encountered anomalies in circuit environments such as voltage, current , and temperture. The applied life limits represent 
the end of life criteria used in determining the failure rates quoted under "Reliability". 
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